01dB launches FUSION, its new sound-level meter/analyzer

FUSION: Innovative, simple and, above all, extremely effective!

On 25 November 01dB officially presented FUSION, its new Smart Sound & Vibration Analyzer. FUSION is a powerhouse of technologies that adapts perfectly to any measurement situation, with three key advantages:

Wireless vibration: Deploying cables reduces operational efficiency, so FUSION eliminates the need! For the first time on a sound-level meter, three-axis vibration measurement is available via a wireless sensor, simultaneously with acoustic measurement.

High-performance multi-tasking: FUSION measures both noise and vibrations perfectly. Its powerful features make it straightforward to change from one type of measurement to the other.

Hyper-communicating: FUSION is the first sound-level meter that allows you to take control remotely and manage measurement campaigns via the on-board WiFi, 3G modem and Ethernet connections.

The FUSION Smart Sound & Vibration Analyzer is the most innovative sound-level meter on the market and, above all, an exceptional productivity tool.
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01dB is an ACOEM brand:
ACOEM offers smart monitoring, diagnosis and solutions around the world, drawing upon its unique expertise in the field of vibrations and acoustics.

ACOEM plays a role in improving:
- quality of life and risk prevention in urban and industrial environments
- the productivity and reliability of industrial processes
- the design of robust and high-performance products with low noise levels
- the protection of sites, vehicles and personnel in hostile environments

With its 01dB, Metravib and OneProd brands, ACOEM works with decision-makers in industry, defence and the environment throughout the world.

Facts and Figures: Revenue of €42 million, with 310 staff in France, Brazil and Asia.
More information on www.acoemgroup.com